Amplify ELA Professional Development Offerings
Whether you are implementing our program for the first time or strengthening your instructional practices based on your students’ needs, our
goal is to support the growth and success of all students. Amplify offers a wide range of professional development offerings that are designed to
meet the unique needs of teachers and instructional leaders across different stages of learning:

Foundations

Strengthening

Coaching

Foundations sessions introduce you to Amplify
ELA and support you in a strong implementation.
After learning about the foundational principles of
the program’s approach, and how to navigate the
platform, you will practice delivering lessons within
a collaborative environment.

Strengthening sessions deepen your understanding
of the program’s core instructional practices.
Session offerings focus on using embedded
supports, data analysis (including looking at
student work), close reading, and writing instruction
to effectively address your students’ needs.

Coaching sessions elevate your instructional
practice and support teachers’ and schools’ specific
needs. You’ll receive in-the-moment feedback and
engage in collaborative planning.
Choose from a menu of popular topics geared to
teachers and/or Instructional Leaders that include,
but are not limited to, lesson modeling (conducted
by an Amplify coach), classroom observations, or
grade-level planning. The flexible onsite coaching
design allows you to customize your time with an
Amplify coach.

Professional Development Packages
We offer Professional Development Packages designed to support schools and districts with successfully implementing Amplify ELA and elevating literacy instruction in
Year 1 and beyond. Each PD Package offers a different level of support for key stakeholders, using a variety of delivery modalities. We will also partner with you to design a
custom PD proposal.

Amplify ELA Professional Development Formats
We work with you to meet your specific needs using flexible formats:

Onsite Support

Remote Support

These sessions are delivered onsite at the customer’s preferred location and
support up to 30 participants.

These sessions are delivered remotely by an Amplify facilitatorand support up to 15
participants.

WANT TO LEARN MORE? Our team is here to answer your questions.
Contact us at 800.823.1969 or https://www.amplify.com/contact/form for service details.

Amplify ELA Sessions
Foundations

Strengthening

Amplify ELA Comprehensive Initial Workshop,
2 days (consecutive)

Amplify ELD Workshop, ½ day

O

R

Amplify ELA: Close Reading, ½ day

O

R

Amplify ELA: Writing, ½ day

O

R

Amplify ELA: Supporting All Learners 101:
Embedded Supports, ½ day

O

R

Amplify ELA: Supporting All Learners 201:
Data-Informed Differentiation, ½ day

O

R

Amplify ELA Core Initial Workshop, 1 day

O
O

R

Coaching
Amplify ELA: Full-Day Coaching Session:
Teachers and Instructional Leaders, 1 day

O

Amplify ELA: Half-Day Coaching Session:
Teachers and Instructional Leaders, ½ day

O

Professional Development Packages
Our PD Packages support key stakeholders, including teachers and Instructional Leaders, with implementing Amplify ELA in Year 1 and beyond. Each PD Package offers a
different level of support, using a mix of delivery modalities.
Amplify welcomes the opportunity to partner with schools and districts to design a custom professional development plan.
To learn more about Amplify ELA PD Packages or to design a custom plan, please contact your Amplify Sales Rep or call 800.823.1969.

O onsite support

R remote support

